Abstract-This work addresses some of the implementation challenges for recent and future wireless communication systems. More specifically this paper describes a design methodology for design space exploration and implementation guidance and illustrates its practical usage and benefits by applying it to two sub-parts (i.e., the turbo-encoder and turbo-decoder) of the HSDPA technique. The implementation examples and results show how the proposed methodology based on our tool "DesignTrotter" can guide system designers in selecting and/or building the most appropriate architecture for their application.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to satisfy the ever-increasing need for data-traffic and high-speed services in the wireless domain, new techniques have been developed to increase the spectral efficiency of current third generation systems to support high user data rates. The High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) technique [1] , which has been validated by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in the specification of the Release 5 is a significant step to boost the WCDMA performance for downlink packet traffic, enabling user peak data rates up to 14 Mbps. HSDPA offers new opportunities for wireless communications but also raises a number of implementation challenges such as platform selection (e.g., DSP-processor, FPGA, GPP) and optimizations (e.g., time, power and area).
In order to alleviate system designers from time-consuming and error-prone design tasks which increase the time-to-market factor, a systematic and efficient design methodology is highly desirable. This work illustrates how designers can benefit from a guidance methodology for the implementation of the HSDPA technique by means of design space exploration (DSE) with the Design-Trotter tool [2] . In particular we investigate how DSE combined with the characterization of the application by means of metrics provide a design trajectory allowing early and right decisions for selecting and/or building the most appropriate target architecture according to the system specifications, and thus reducing the time-to-market factor.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the main steps of the proposed design methodology and discusses some of the key issues related to design space exploration and how to move from highlevel estimates to an actual implementation. Then section III illustrates how the proposed methodology can be used for guiding the implementation of some of the most critical subparts of the HSDPA concept (i.e., the turbo-encoder and turbodecoder) by means of design space exploration examples and implementation results. Finally we conclude in section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
Modern system development requires a design methodology which enables the designer to explore different implementations in order to choose one which fulfils the performance requirements for the product. In this work we consider a design methodology build upon the design space exploration tool Design-Trotter. The overall design methodology is summarised in Fig.1 and the main steps are presented hereafter. Further details about the tool Design-Trotter can be found in [2] .
The task of analysing an algorithm with a design space exploration tool consists of characterizing the algorithm, in such a way that the designer is able to get useful information about the performance of different implementations, typically in terms of a resource vs. execution time, or area vs. time curve.
Based on the design space exploration results, a particular solution can then be further explored and implemented. Some tools try to do this automatically based on the algorithm description, however this task is still done more or less manually For guidance purposes metrics are computed to rapidly stress the proper architecture style for the application, e.g., the ratio of explicit parallelism versus the pipeline depth, the need for complex control structures, the requirements in terms of local memories and specific bandwidth, and the need for processing resources for specific computations or address generation. Design-Trotter computes three orientation metrics [3] : the Memory Orientation Metric (MOM), the Control Orientation Metric (COM), and the criticity (average potential parallelism) of a function (γ).
Since parallelism has a direct impact on several performance factors such as execution time, energy consumption, area, etc., Design-Trotter explores the potential parallelism of an application in terms of i) type (data-transfer and data processing), ii) granularity level, and iii) type (spatial, temporal). Design-Trotter rapidly provide dynamic exploration of an application by means of parallelism vs. delay trade-off curves on which a point corresponds to a potential architecture.
The analysis of the algorithm under consideration in Design-Trotter is done automatically, and provide the designer with the above mentioned information. The designer use these information to identify which possible solutions in the solution space are fulfilling the requirements. Since the solutions provided by Design-Trotter are estimates, it is important that these estimates are close to the performance of the real implementation.
B. Design-Trotter Solution to Handel-C
Having the algorithm and the design suggestions provided by Design-Trotter, the next task is to perform the actual implementation. To keep the development time short, highlevel languages like Handel-C [4] are preferred.
Each solution proposed by Design-Trotter could be implemented on an FPGA using a HDL. Ideally this could also be the case for high-level languages, however, the main problem at this point is how to achieve this precision. To settle it the following elements are used: the resource schedule details provided by Desing-Trotter and the "par" statement in Handel-C. Firstly the C source code used in Design-Trotter is converted to Handel-C; secondly by referring to the schedule details of the desired Design-Trotter solution, we can manually express parallelism inside the top-level blocks of an algorithm using the "par" construct in the corresponding Handel-C code parts; thirdly the Handel-C code in DK-Suite [4] is compiled to an EDIF design file, used for further implementation on the FPGA.
The structure of the compiled Handel-C code depends on the assignments in the Handel-C code, meaning that every assignment in the Handel-C code have a corresponding circuit which takes a clock cycle to execute.
Due to this fact, one can imagine that the Design-Trotter result in terms of cycle-budget will differs from the corresponding Handel-C result.
As an example, lets depict the schedule details of the encoders interleaver block, shown in In contrast, in Handel-C, one iteration of this loop body takes only 2 cycles: 1 cycle both for statements #1 and #2.
The difference in cycle-budget between the Design-Trotter result and the corresponding Handel-C result will, in most cases, have a overweight of cycles in the Design-Trotter solution. The reason is that assignments and control statements in Handel-C are incorporated in the cycle circuit, whereas they have their individual cycle in Design-Trotter. This means that in practice the implemented solution typically is more efficient in terms of timing performance than the corresponding solution, shown in the Design-Trotter trade-off curves between resource usage and cycle-budget.
If we use Design-Trotter as a guidance tool and want to implement the Design Trotter solution as precisely as possible in hardware, in terms of timing performance, we need to cope with this difference by trying to minimize it as much as possible.
C. Timing matching between Design-Trotter and Handel-C
If we consider the nature of these differences, it is clear that the reduction in the cycle budget, in the Handel-C case comes from the assignments. It is not a constant reduction for all assignments but the reduction is more or less equal for the individual assignments whether they are executed in parallel or sequentially.
We can not remove this but try to minimise it. To do so, it is important that all complex code assignments in the Handel-C code should be split into simpler assignments if possible, and that the same code should be used for the Design-Trotter analysis.
III. EXAMPLES
In the following we illustrate the methodology applied on the turbo coder part of the HSDPA scheme. The turbo encoder and turbo decoder consist of different blocks which are illustrated in Fig 3 and Fig 4 respectively. 
A. Design-Trotter Characteristics
The characterization results derived by Design-Trotter for the turbo-encoder and turbo-decoder are given in Table I and  Table II , respectively. The block numbers refer to the numbers shown in Fig 3 and As seen in Table I and Table II , all blocks have relatively low COM metric values denoting easily conditioned dataflows, i.e., with almost no nondeterministic control operations in the algorithms. This is due to the fact that the loop indices are almost not data-dependent. The MOM metric values, greater than 2/3, indicate an important data accesses frequency: these blocks require high memory bandwidth in hardware. Finally, we observe high parallelism (high γ value) in the encoders P/S converter, and in the decoders SISO processors. It means that these blocks can benefit from an architecture offering high parallelism capabilities (e.g., FPGA).
Design-Trotter also generates the resource vs. cycle-budget trade-off curves of the turbo-encoder and of the turbo-decoder as shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6 respectively. For the turbo-encoder case, Fig 5 shows that the mostright solution (3595 cycles) is purely sequential, i.e., at this point all of the turbo encoder operations are performed in a sequential manner using the minimum number of different operation resources.
With the most-left solution (1121 cycles), the maximum available parallelism for the encoder is achieved, where therefore this encoder operates in the fastest way as compared with other solutions. However, this solution is the most expensive in terms of resources. Finally the solutions in between offer different level of trade-off between the most sequential and most parallel ones.
For the decoder case, Fig 6 shows that there are more solutions than for the turbo-coder. This is mainly due to the fact that there is more processing operations and less data-dependencies, thus more flexibility for scheduling the individual operations.
B. The Handel-C implementaion
Different implementations of the HSDPA's encoder and decoder in terms of parallelism and split of complex statements are shown in Table III .
The implementation results in terms of timing performance are presented in Table IV , and the implementation results in terms of resource usage are shown in Table V .
By examining the results of the different implementation of the turbo encoder, i.e., implementations #1, #2 and #3, from Table III , we see the following:
With implementation #1, the original sequential C source code of the encoder without complex statement splitting was used. Here we can observe (Table IV) that the cycle-budget of this encoder in Handel-C differs from the cycle-budget of the same encoder in Design-Trotter: in Handel-C it is about five times less (3595 cycles / 735 cycles) than the in Design-Trotter.
With implementation #2, all complex statements of the encoders code, used in implementation #1, are splitted into simpler statements. Here we see that the cycle-budget of the splitted code in Handel-C is now about three times less (5470 cycles / 1880 cycles) than the one of the same splitted code in Design-Trotter. With implementation #3, the internal parallelism is expressed inside all blocks of the encoders code, used in implementation #2. At this point we notice that the cycle-budget both in Handel-C and Design-Trotter is reduced about the same number of times (as compared with implementation #2), so using another solution from the trade-off curve gives the same trend in both Design-Trotter and Handel-C implementations.
Let's consider the implementation results of the turbo decoder, i.e., implementations #4 and #5, shown in Table IV . With implementation #4, the original C source code of the turbo decoder is implemented. With implementation #5, this code is splitted, i.e., all complex statements of this code are broken up into simpler statements.
When comparing implementations #4 and #5, we notice that splitting of complex statements increases the hardware clock speed.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper some of the implementation challenges raised by recent and future wireless communication systems have been addressed. More specifically we have described a design methodology for design space exploration and implementation guidance for wireless systems. By applying the proposed methodology to the HSDPA concept we have illustrated its practical usage and benefits. The implementation examples and results have shown how the proposed methodology based on our tool Design-Trotter can alleviate system designers from time-consuming and error-prone design tasks, and thus reducing the time-to-market factor. In particular we have discussed the design space exploration and characterization of the turboencoder and turbo-decoder for HSDPA and illustrated how the exploration results can be used to guide the back-end implementation phase.
